Dear Readers,

I would like to congratulate the Government and law enforcement agencies on their relentless work in helping laborers, migrants, slum dwellers, doctors, health department workers and all essential personnel in fighting the known-unknown.

COVID command center was established in lightning speed to help and support the public at large in managing this kind of emergency. The COVID command center is ensuring and helping every industry which was categorized as an essential service provider, in running their business appropriately.

People in uniforms have been tirelessly doing their part, irrespective of time zones, in maintaining the law and order, by creating public awareness about social distancing, adhering to lockdown norms etc.

COVID pandemic has created a cultural change, a shift in our lives and established a new normal. In this new normal era, the workplace will not be same, your colleagues will not be the same, your society will not be same. Let us realign our thought process and lifestyle to the newer society.

Come, let us join the battle to fight against the pandemic and make Rachakonda and Telangana free from Corona.

Regards,
Vice chairman - RKSC
Dear Readers,

The Coronavirus pandemic has given rise to unprecedented challenges to the society as a whole and is affecting each and every one. Not a single person was geared up to handle these challenges. Governments everywhere have imposed lockdowns to “Break the chain” and reduce the number of COVID19 cases. Successful implementation of the lockdown entirely depends on the police and how have they risen to the occasion. I am proud to be leading such a dedicated and hardworking set of officers associated with this.

Since Day 1 of the lockdown, our women and men have been working tirelessly towards a common cause. In Malkajgiri zone, we have set up 9 check posts to restrict the movement of people, manned by my team round the clock. They have been keeping a strict check on violations, seizing vehicles and also in many cases warning people to return to the safety of their own homes.

Our beat police, patrolling teams have been continuously going around in colonies, gullies announcing the importance to staying indoors, using loudspeakers. While enforcement of rules, laws is the primary duty of the team, they have gone beyond their duties to showcase the “human side of policing”, be it distribution of food and ration to migrant laborers, counselling citizens and youth on whom this has taken a toll mentally. They have even found time to surprise a senior citizen staying alone on her 60th Birthday... Such activities strengthen our resolve further.

The battle with corona is one of the minds. Our police officers have already won over that. Each of them is coming into their duties daily, like any other day, keeping in mind the dangers this poses to them and their families. They are our “Modern Warriors”.

I salute each and every officer in my team and applaud their commitment towards this. I appeal to the citizens, that if they want to help us, please stay indoors... each one of your contribution and sacrifice is essential to winning over this COVID battle.

Rachakonda Police is all geared up for lockdown 3.0.

Regards,
Convenor Women’s Forum- RKSC
Initiatives taken by Rachakonda Police to fight COVID 19...

Vehicle at the doorstep with a single call to the needy

Sri Mahesh Bhagwat IPS, CP Rachakonda has appreciated the gesture of Shrikrishna Bajaj, MD Bajaj Tours and Travels, who was inspired by the initiative "style" and has come forward for a signed 5 vehicles in the service of Rachakonda Police and public. The services offered will be non-medical essential head to hospitacs for dialysis, treatment, pre-natal checkups of pregnant women, post-surgical appointment, baby immunization, grocery or medicine requirement of senior citizens, visit to bank, pension offices by senior citizens or ladies and such. Adding to the services of Mahindra, SST will cater to指挥者 unforeseen areas like Ibrahimpatnam, Abids, Chukkapet. The service would be available 24 hours. Vehicles would be increased depending on the load of caller requests. The citizens can avail the service by calling the Corona Control Room on 9446617134 who will direct the SST vehicle to the concerned.

A Novel Initiative - Rachakonda Police adopts orphanages, old age homes

The Rachakonda Police adopted over 40 orphanages and old age homes, homes for the differently abled, altogether housing about 1,650 residents. The police will distribute groceries and other essentials to these homes during the lockdown. As part of the initiative, DCP Stenographer, Shashwati Priya and Malakajri DCP Rashitha Murthy verified and furnished the list of homes in their respective zones which required rations, medicines and safety equipment, which the management could not acquire due to the lockdown.

“Our Citizen Volunteer Cell is managing the procurement and distribution of food, ration and other relief material. The cell maps the donors to the homes and ensures that all that is necessary is supplied to them,” said DCP Mahesh Bhagwat, who himself distributed groceries at the Madhuravolu old age home, Rushikonda Charitable Trust, Bharati Memorial Foundation and has been personally ensuring that their needs are fulfilled.

Our helping hands:

Helps to 1st responders. Ganapati India distributed 200 packs of Dry Ration to GHMC workers with the help of Uppal PS staff in the presence of DCP Malakajri Rashitha Murthy, ACP Uppal, & DC of GHMC.

Tata Advanced System distributed personal protection kits 650 no’s to police persons in the presence of Commissioner of Police Mr. Mahesh Bhagwat IPS, DCP L.B Nagar, ACP Ibrahimpatnam, L.B. Nagar, Venkatagirigudem, Tata Advanced Systems team, Brig. RK Singh, Security & Admin head Mr. Kapil Mahajan Hr Head Mr. Gunasekhar, Capt. Kanthi and Sriharj Head Corporate Affairs attended the event.

Rachakonda Security Council Secretary & Country Head of Ganapati Infra & Logistics, Mr. Satish Vaidyanath sponsored groceries for 75 mentally challenged persons and 40 Migrant Laborers staying at Madhuravolhina Amadha Ashram, Badangpet along with CP Rachakonda, DCP L.B. Nagar, Mayor Badangpet, ACP Ibrahimpatnam.
RKSC would also like to extend its gratitude to all the members, donors, patrons and volunteers for their contributions towards a safe Rachakonda.

Rachakonda Police stands by the slogan “WITH YOU FOR YOU”
Rachakonda Security Council is a collaboration between Rachakonda Police Commissionerate, Telangana Government and non-Government & IT/ITES entities operating in Rachakonda limits to forge a vibrant, healthy and not-for profit partnership in areas of concern like safety and security, specially woman safety, road safety, cyber security, institutional security of the individuals and institutions in urban and rural areas of Rachakonda and through appropriate and sustainable strategies, address the issues by educating, enabling, engaging and empowering the stakeholders with an endeavor to spruce up the brand image of Hyderabad and bolster the Look East vision of the Government of Telangana for the City of Hyderabad.
Rachakonda Security Council Governing Body...